MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

To assist you in the proper installation of your Medallion and Plate, we have enclosed all types of mounting attachments that are normally used for attaching your Medallion and Plate to any type of wall. Use the ones that are required and you may dispose of the others.

Any capable carpenter or mechanic can easily install your marker for you. If any additional information is required, do not hesitate to contact: The Southwell Company
Drawer 299
San Antonio, Texas 78206

FOR CONCEALED FASTENING
TO STONE OR BRICK.

MARK OUTLINE OF MEDALLION AND PLATE ON WALL.

MEASURE AND MARK HOLES ON WALL.

SCREW THREADED STUD INTO BACK OF MEDALLION AND PLATE.

DRILL HOLES IN WALL SLIGHTLY LARGER THAN THREADED STUDS.

FILL HOLES WITH QUICK-SETTING CEMENT.

SHOVE STUDS INTO WALL UNTIL PLATE IS SNUG WITH WALL. HOLD FOR FEW MINUTES UNTIL CEMENT SETS.

If medallion & plate is to be mounted on wood or hollow tile, drill holes in medallion and plate in approximate locations as shown in sketch below.

WOOD SCREWS FOR WOOD MOUNTING

TOGGLE BOLTS FOR HOLLOW TILE MOUNTING OR METAL LATHE AND PLASTER